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Abstra t
I expand a model developed by Ikeda (2011) and study a dynami monetary e onomy in whi h imperfe t nan ial markets materialize un ertainty sho ks. The un ertainty sho ks hange the degree of asymmetri information and a e t the severity of
adverse sele tion in nan ial markets. I show quantitatively that nominal rigidities
amplify the e e t of un ertainty sho ks and generate signi ant business u tuations
omparable to the U.S. great re ession. I then use the model to evaluate the e e t of
monetary poli y to ta kle a simulated nan ial risis. The results are twofolds. First,
a modi ed Taylor rule augmented with nan ial variables ontributes in resolving the
risis. Se ond, un onventional monetary poli y whi h subsidizes the intermediaries'
ost of funds also helps re over the e onomy. The subsidy poli y an be implemented
by the government pur hases of intermediaries' assets.
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1. Introdu tion

The great re ession starting in late 2007 has addressed the need to understand the auses of
nan ial instability and its e e t on aggregate and nan ial variables. In the great re ession,
output, investment and employment de reased dramati ally while external nan e premium
rose sharply. The Federal Reserve (Fed) rea ted for efully to the risis. The Fed drove
federal funds rate to near zero and ondu ted un onventional monetary poli y in luding
the asset pur hases of nan ial laims on nan ial and non- nan ial institutions.
What ould ause a nan ial risis similar to the great re ession in a dynami general
equilibrium model? What type of monetary poli y is e e tive to ta kle the risis? To
answer those questions, I expand a model developed by Ikeda (2011) and study a dynami
monetary model in whi h imperfe t nan ial markets materialize un ertainty sho ks.
The model features adverse sele tion in nan ial markets in a framework of monetary business y le model developed by Christiano, Ei henbaum and Evans (2005, CEE
hereafter). In the model entrepreneurs borrow funds from intermediaries to nan e their
proje ts. The entrepreneurs di er in their proje t's probability of su ess, whi h is the
private information to the entrepreneurs, as in Stiglitz and Weiss (1981). The asymmetri information results in adverse sele tion in nan ial markets: some safer entrepreneurs
do not get funded and the aggregate loan be omes lower relative to a symmetri information ben hmark. The un ertainty sho ks I onsider in the model hange the degree of
asymmetri information and a e t the severity of adverse sele tion.
I show quantitatively that the un ertainty sho ks not only generate business y les but
also trigger a nan ial risis omparable to the great re ession. The negative un ertainty
sho ks in rease the degree of asymmetri information and aggravate adverse sele tion in
nan ial markets. Intermediaries fa e more un ertainty about the riskiness of providing
loans to entrepreneurs. To make non-negative pro ts, the intermediaries respond by raising
loan rates and shrinking the amount of loans. An external nan e premium, de ned by
the ratio of loan rates to risk-free rates, rises sharply and the aggregate loan de reases
onsiderably. With lesser loans the entrepreneurs pur hase less apital goods, and the
demand for apital de reases. The pri e of apital falls and investment de reases. A fall
in the pri e of apital de reases the value of the urrent net worth held by entrepreneurs,
whi h, in turn, de reases the amount of loans, be ause the loan apa ity is onstrained by
the net worth. A de rease in the amount of loans leads to a de rease in the demand for
apital again, and this vi ious y le ontinues. As a result, both the aggregate loan and
investment de rease dramati ally.
The un ertainty sho ks have profound e e t on an e onomy, be ause of ampli ation
me hanisms embedded in the model. Nominal pri e and wage rigidities serve as the ampli ation me hanisms. The nominal rigidities generate a ounter- y li al markup, whi h
o sets and overturns the substitution e e t between onsumption and hours, over oming a
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famous o-movement problem pointed out by Barro and King (1984). Making onsumption
and hours o-move together, the nominal rigidities not only allow the model to generate
business y les, but also amplify the e e t of un ertainty sho ks. In response to the negative un ertainty sho ks, onsumption as well as investment de reases, so does the aggregate
demand. This pla es an additional downward pressure on the e onomy. Prevented from
adjusting nominal pri e and wages, households supply labor less and onsume less, and
rms produ e less than they would without the nominal rigidities.
The important feature of the model lies in the role of imperfe t nan ial markets
whi h materialize the un ertainty sho ks. Without asymmetri information, the un ertainty sho ks would have no real e e t on the e onomy. In an e onomy with symmetri
information, a risk asso iated with entrepreneurial proje ts is perfe tly diversi ed in nan ial markets. A hange in the distribution of the riskiness of the proje ts does not
have any e e t on an e onomy. This observation suggests that there may exist a room for
(monetary) poli y to improve welfare in an e onomy with imperfe t nan ial markets and
the un ertainty sho ks.
I onsider two types of monetary poli y to ta kle a simulated nan ial risis. First, I
onsider a modi ed Taylor rule augmented with nan ial variables. Spe i ally, I onsider
a modi ed Taylor rule augmented with external nan e premiums, as suggested by Taylor
(2008), and a modi ed Taylor rule augmented with redit growth, as suggested by Christiano, Ilut, Motto and Rostagno (2010). I nd that the two modi ed Taylor rules help
resolve the risis. In response to the negative un ertainty sho ks the modi ed Taylor rules
allow the nominal interest rate to fall more than suggested by the standard Taylor rule.
This generates expe tations that the monetary poli y stimulates an aggregate demand in
response to the negative un ertainty sho ks. The stimulus mitigates the e e t of the unertainty sho ks in the future, whi h, in turn, weakens the ampli ation of the sho ks and
their ultimate e e t today. As a result, the modi ed Taylor rules have a powerful e e t to
ombat the risis.
Se ond, I onsider un onventional monetary poli y whi h subsidizes the intermediaries'
ost of funds, as analyzed by Christiano and Ikeda (2010) in two-period general equilibrium
models. The subsidy poli y shares similar features to those implemented by Fed during
the great re ession. A tually, the subsidy poli y an be implemented by the government's
pur hases of intermediaries' assets. The subsidy poli y gets to the ore of the problem.
The negative un ertainty sho ks make adverse sele tion in nan ial markets more severe
and de rease the amount of intermediation or the amount of aggregate loans. By lowering
the ost of intermediaries' funds adequately, the intermediaries an lend more and lower
the loan rates o ered to entrepreneurs. This o sets the negative e e t of the un ertainty
sho ks, uring adverse sele tion in nan ial markets. Be ause the subsidy poli y dire tly
ures the problem, the poli y is more welfare improving than a modi ed Taylor rule.
The model presented in this paper is an extension of my former paper (Ikeda, 2011)
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whi h develops a dynami real e onomy with imperfe t nan ial markets. In the former
paper I analyze un ertainty sho ks in a real business y le framework and show that a
ounter- y li al markup in wages and variable apital utilization rates serve as important
ampli ation me hanisms of the un ertainty sho ks. Be ause my fo us lies in the role of
un ertainty sho ks I model a ounter- y li al markup in wages in an exogenous manner. In
this paper I endogenize the ounter- y li al markup by introdu ing nominal rigidities. The
nominal rigidities not only generate a ounter- y li al markup but also make responses
to un ertainty sho ks more persistent. More importantly, the introdu tion of nominal
rigidities allows me to study the role of monetary poli y.
The model of nan ial markets in this paper builds upon an asymmetri information
model developed by Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), and further analyzed by Mankiw (1986) and
Bernanke and Gertler (1990) in the ontext of ma ro e onomy. Unlike Stiglitz and Weiss
(1981) and the others who x the s ale of investment made by entrepreneurs, I extend their
model allowing for variable s ale of investment. In so doing I introdu e an agen y problem,
similar to Gertler and Karadi (2010), in whi h entrepreneurs an pledge at most a fra tion of
their returns. This agen y problem limits the amount of loans provided by intermediaries,
and determines the amount of investment made by entrepreneurs endogenously. In this
sense the nan ial markets studied in this paper feature both adverse sele tion and an
agen y problem (moral hazard).
I embed the asymmetri information model into a monetary business y le model in
line with Bernanke, Gertler and Gil hrist (1999, BGG hereafter) and Gertler and Karadi
(2010). BGG (1999) embeds Townsend's (1979) ostly state veri ation (CSV) model into
a dynami monetary model in a way that entrepreneurs own, trade and rent out apital,
whose a tivity ultimately de nes the aggregate demand for apital. Gertler and Karadi
(2010) features a household onsisting of large number of family members who are either
workers or bankers (entrepreneurs). Combined with perfe t onsumption insuran e among
family members, this setting allows me to model entrepreneurs in a meaningful way within
an otherwise representative agent framework.
Un ertainty sho ks have got a lot of attention as a sour e of business y les. Un ertainty,
measured by various se ond moments, appears to in rease after major e onomi and politi al in idents (Bloom, 2009) and during re essions in the U.S. in luding the great re ession
(Bloom, Floetotto and Jaimovi h, 2010). Bloom (2009) and Bloom, et al (2010) fo us on
rms' non- onvex adjustment osts as me hanisms to materialize un ertainty sho ks. This
paper provides another me hanisms through whi h the un ertainty sho ks drive business
y les and generate a risis omparable to the great re ession.
The un ertainty sho ks I onsider in my model shares the same spirits with Williamson
(1987) who onsiders sho ks to the riskiness of the entrepreneur's return in the framework
of the CSV model. Christiano, Motto and Rostagno (2010) onsiders and estimates similar
sho ks named risk sho ks in a dynami sto hasti general equilibrium (DSGE) model with
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BGG (1999) nan ial fri tions. Ikeda (2011) dis usses on eptual di eren e and quantitative similarities between the un ertainty sho ks in this model and the risk sho ks.
The un ertainty sho ks in this paper are also losely related with nan ial sho ks analyzed by Hall (2010), Gil hrist, Yankov and Zakresjek, (2009) and Gil hrist and Zakresjek
(2010) among others. They study the nan ial sho ks whi h hange a wedge between the
return to apital and the risk-free rate exogenously. They onsider the nan ial sho ks as
the trigger of the great re ession. As shown by Ikeda (2011), the un ertainty sho ks in this
model oin ide with the nan ial sho ks after log-linearization. The un ertainty sho ks
in imperfe t nan ial markets provide mi ro-foundations for the redu ed-form nan ial
sho ks.
The analysis on the role of a modi ed Taylor rule in this paper is losely related with
Taylor (2008), Christiano, et al (2010), Curdia and Woodford (2010) and Gil hrist and
Zakresjek (2010). Curdia and Woodford (2010) onsiders a modi ed Taylor rule augmented
with nan ial variables in a simple redit fri tions model. They argue that a modi ed
Taylor rule augmented with spreads (external nan e premiums), as suggested by Taylor
(2008), performs better than a modi ed Taylor rule augmented with redits, as suggested
by Christiano, et al (2010). They also nd that the optimal size of oeÆ ient atta hed
to spreads is unlikely to be as large as unity in ontrast to the one suggested by Taylor
(2008). Gil hrist and Zakresjek (2010) estimate nan ial sho ks in the great re ession and
argue that a modi ed Taylor rule augmented with spreads would ontribute in mitigating
the re ession. My result reinfor es their ndings, while both the modi ed Taylor rules
work well in the model under baseline parameters values. I nd that the optimal size of
oeÆ ient atta hed to spreads is smaller than unity in line with Curdia and Woodford
(2010).
The analysis on un onventional monetary poli y in this paper follows Gertler and Karadi
(2010) and Christiano and Ikeda (2010). Gertler and Karadi (2010) analyzes government
asset pur hases in a moral hazard model. Christiano and Ikeda (2010) analyzes four di erent redit fri tions model in a simple two-period general equilibrium framework and nd
that subsidizing intermediaries' ost of funds work well in the four models.1
This paper onstitutes a growing literature on adverse sele tion in ma roe onomi settings (Eisfeldt 2004, Kurlat 2010, Bigio 2010, 2011, Ikeda 2011). This paper builds upon
Ikeda (2011) and di ers from the other papers with respe t to the sour e of asymmetri
information. While I fo us on asymmetri information on the riskiness of proje ts as in
Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), the other papers fo us on asymmetri information on the quality
of assets (proje ts). House (2005) studies Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) model in an overlapping
generations framework, keeping the xed s ale of investment. I allow the variable s ale of
1 There is also a growing literature on un onventional monetary poli y. For example, Del Negro, Eg-

gertsson, Ferrero and Kiyotaki (2010) studies the e e t of non-standard open market operations in whi h
the government ex hanges liquid government liabilities for illiquid private assets.
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investment and embed adverse sele tion into a dynami general equilibrium model in a
reasonable manner.2
I organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Se tion 2 I provide the overview of the
model. In Se tion 3 I present a partial equilibrium model of nan ial markets and solve for
the optimal ontra t between entrepreneurs and intermediaries. In Se tion 4 I embed the
partial equilibrium model into a DSGE model. In Se tion 5 I ondu t simulations to explore
the e e t of un ertainty sho ks quantitatively. Then I make lear the role of ampli ation
me hanisms of un ertainty sho ks and the role of adverse sele tion. In Se tion 6 I use the
model to simulate a nan ial risis and study the role of monetary poli y to ta kle the
simulated risis. In Se tion 7 I provide some on luding remarks.
2. The Model: Overview

I expand a real business y le model with both adverse sele tion and an agen y problem
in nan ial markets, developed by Ikeda (2011), to a monetary business y le model in
line with CEE (2005). Adverse sele tion o urs due to asymmetri information about the
riskiness of proje t run by entrepreneurs who rely on external nan e from intermediaries.
An entrepreneurial proje t di ers in its probability of su ess, whi h hara terizes the
riskiness of the proje t as in Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), Mankiw (1986) and Bernanke and
Gertler (1990). An agen y problem o urs be ause entrepreneurs an pledge at most a
fra tion of return to intermediaries.
The model features disturban es to the riskiness of proje ts, in short, un ertainty sho ks.
The un ertainty sho ks hange a wedge between a return to apital and risk-free rates,
a ting as exa tly the same role as nan ial sho ks onsidered by Hall (2010), Gil hrist, et
al (2009) and Gil hrist and Zakresjek, (2010) among others. With asymmetri information
the un ertainty sho ks hange the severity of adverse sele tion in nan ial markets and
generate business u tuations.
The model e onomy onsists of four types of agents: households, intermediaries, rms
and a government. There is a ontinuum of households with measure unity. Ea h single
household onsists of two types of family members: workers and entrepreneurs. Workers
have monopolisti power over its spe i labor, set nominal wages subje t to Calvo (1983)
type fri tions as in Er eg, et al (2000), and earn wage in ome. Entrepreneurs own and
trade apital, and earn apital in ome. The household, as a representative agent of the
family members, de ides how mu h to onsume and save in deposits. The household provides perfe t insuran e among its members so that every member enjoys the same level
of onsumption. This setting allows me to model borrowers (entrepreneurs) and lenders
(intermediaries) in a reasonable manner, keeping a representative agent framework.
2 There are several analyses of the great re ession that fo us on adverse sele tion in redit markets. See,

for example, Chari, Shourideh and Zetlin-Jones (2010), Fishman and Parker (2010).
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Every period an entrepreneur runs a proje t with su ess probability, whi h is i.i.d.
a ross entrepreneurs and over time. The su ess probability or the riskiness of the proje t
onstitutes private information to the entrepreneur. The entrepreneur has its own net
worth, may get nan ed from intermediaries and pur hase new apital to invest in the
proje t. The entrepreneur has an agen y problem: it an misbehave and walk away with
a ertain fra tion of assets. This agen y problem limits the amount of loan made by
intermediaries while the private information auses adverse sele tion.
After the return or proje t realizes in the next period some entrepreneurs be ome workers and the same number of workers be ome entrepreneurs, so that the fra tion of entrepreneurs in a household stays onstant over time. An entrepreneur an transfer its
wealth to the household to whi h it belongs in the beginning of any period while it brings
all its wealth to the household when it be omes a worker.
Intermediaries take in deposits from households and lend to entrepreneurs in a ompetitive manner. The intermediaries, taking into a ount both asymmetri information and an
agen y problem, o er a s hedule of loan ontra ts to entrepreneurs. The resulting optimal
ontra t hara terizes the amount of loan and the amount of payment as well as whi h
entrepreneur get nan ed.
Firms onsist of three types of rms: nal good rms, intermediate goods rms and
apital good rms. All rms behave in a ompetitive manner ex ept intermediate goods
rms, where I embed nominal rigidities as in Calvo (1983). Final good rms buy intermediate goods while intermediate good rms rent apital from entrepreneurs and hire labor.
Capital good rms buy a nal good, transform it into new apital goods.
A government onsists of a s al authority and a monetary authority. The s al authority levies taxes and sets the amount of government spending. The monetary authority
sets the nominal interest rate a ording to some monetary poli y rules. The monetary authority, with the help of the s al authority, also ondu ts un onventional monetary poli y
whi h subsidizes the ost of intermediaries' funds.
3. Finan ial Contra t: A Partial Equilibrium Model

I des ribe an optimal ontra ting problem between entrepreneurs (borrowers) and intermediaries (lenders), developed by Ikeda (2011). In the problem entrepreneurs and intermediaries take as given the pri e of apital, the expe ted return to apital and the interest rate
on deposits. In the subsequent se tion I endogenize those as part of a general equilibrium
model.
3.1. Environment
Overview:

I onsider a two-period nan ing problem between entrepreneurs and intermediaries. The nan ing problem evolves in four steps. Initially, at the beginning of time t
7

nature draws and assigns entrepreneur's type (private information) whi h hara terizes the
riskiness of entrepreneur's proje t. In the rst step, an intermediary provides a s hedule of
ontra ts to entrepreneurs without knowing the riskiness of entrepreneur's proje t. In the
se ond step, after observing the other intermediaries' s hedules of ontra ts the intermediary de ides whether to stay in the market or to leave the market.3 In the third step, an
entrepreneur hooses an intermediary and a ontra t and invests in its proje t. Finally, at
the beginning of time t +1 the entrepreneur and the intermediary re eive returns depending
on the previous a tions at time t.
The nan ing problem features both adverse sele tion and an agen y problem. Adverse
sele tion o urs due to entrepreneur's private information about the riskiness of proje t.
An agen y problem limits the amount loan made by intermediaries be ause entrepreneurs
an pledge at most a fra tion of return to an intermediary.
Entrepreneurs: There exist many entrepreneurs whose obje tive is to maximize their net
worth in the next period. As I will explain in the general equilibrium model in the next
se tion, entrepreneurs behave as if they were risk-neutral. At the beginning of time t an
entrepreneur starts its business with net worth Nt;n in unit of nal goods, indexed by n. An
entrepreneur has a proje t with its su ess probability p, whi h is private information to the
entrepreneur and is drawn from distribution fun tion Ft : [pt ; 1℄ ! [0; 1℄ with 0 < pt < 1,
independently and identi ally a ross entrepreneurs. I assume that distribution Ft (p) has full
support. Subs ript t in Ft () implies that the distribution an hange due to disturban es,
whi h I spe ify in the next se tion.
A set of index, (n; p), hara terizes an entrepreneur, implying that the type-(n; p) entrepreneur has net worth Nt;n and has a proje t with probability of su ess p. I assume
there exist many entrepreneurs for ea h n so that distribution Ft () oin ides with the
distribution of the type-n entrepreneurs.
An entrepreneur hooses an intermediary to maximize its expe ted net worth in the next
period. If the entrepreneur nds some intermediaries indi erent it hooses an intermediary
randomly. The type-(n; p) entrepreneur re eives loan Bt;n(p) from the intermediary and
pur hases physi al apital amounting to K t+1;n(p) with real pri e of apital qt :
qt K t+1;n (p) = Nt;n + Bt;n (p):
(1)
Equation (1) des ribes the balan e sheet of the entrepreneur. The left-hand-side of equation
(1) denotes the entrepreneur's asset onsisting of the pur hased apital. The right-hand3 As argued by Ikeda (2011), without this se ond step an intermediary may take advantage of the other

intermediaries s hedules whi h s reen entrepreneurs by their private information. This feature reminds
of the non-existen e of equilibrium in ompetitive insuran e markets analyzed by Roth hild and Stiglitz
(1976). The se ond step in a loan making pro ess in the model is inspired by Wilson (1977) and Hellwig
(1987) who propose a similar idea to resolve the non-existen e problem of Roth hild and Stiglitz (1976).
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side of equation (1) denotes the entrepreneur's liability onsisting of the net worth and the
loan.
At the end of period t the type-p proje t results in a su ess or a failure. In ase of
su ess it will yield the gross return (p)Rtk+1 per unit of goods invested in the beginning
of time t + 1. In ase of failure it will yield zero return. I assume (p) = 1=p so that
the expe ted gross return, just after the realization of the out ome (su ess or failure) of
proje t, be omes the same for all proje ts equal to EtRtk+1 , where Et denotes the expe tation
operator onditional on information available at time t. This assumption simpli es the
problem and allows me to fo us on the riskiness of proje t, whi h plays a riti al role in
adverse sele tion in nan ial markets.
I impose two assumptions. First, the limited liability law prote ts entrepreneurs in
su h a way that entrepreneurs do not have any liability after paying to banks. Se ond, I
assume, for simpli ity, that only one-period ontra ts between borrowers and lenders are
feasible as in BGG (1999). Consequently, be ause an intermediary does not know private
information p, the intermediary o ers a s hedule of ontra ts spe ifying the amount of loan
and payment fBt;n(p); Xt+1;n(p)gp where Bt;n(p) denotes the amount of loan and Xt+1;n(p)
denotes the amount of payment onditional on the su ess of proje t in the next period.
The payment onditional on the failure of proje t must be zero be ause of the limited
liability assumption.
Without loss of generality I restri t my attention to a truth-telling s hedule of ontra ts
su h that the type-(n; p) entrepreneur hooses ontra t fBt;n(p); Xt+1;n(p)g voluntarily.
Also, I assume, without loss of generality, that the payment s hedule, Xt+1;n (p), does not
depend on states at time t + 1. The assumption does not a e t the nature of the problem
be ause entrepreneurs behave as if they were risk-neutral.4
The entrepreneur repays pXt+1;n(p) in expe ted values. The entrepreneur an pledge
at most fra tion 1  of its expe ted return to repay to an intermediary. This agen y
problem limits the amount of loan made by the intermediary.5
Intermediaries: There exist a small number of risk neutral intermediaries relative to entrepreneurs. Intermediaries are ompetitive in lending. That is, intermediaries ompete in
providing a s hedule of ontra ts to attra t entrepreneurs. At time t an intermediary takes
in deposits from households with risk-free rate Rt+1 and makes loans to entrepreneurs.
In the pro ess of making a loan ontra t, the intermediary rst provides a s hedule of
ontra tsfBt;n (p); Xt+1;n(p)gp. Sin e the intermediary an observe the amount of net worth
4 If households parti ipated in state ontingent markets for aggregate sho ks, entrepreneurs would be able
to make the payment, X +1 (p), state-non- ontingent by parti ipating in the state- ontingent markets. In
that ase the payment would be [E  +1 X +1 (p)℄R +1 , where  +1 denotes the household preferen e
t

;n

t

t;t

t

;n

t

t;t

dis ount fa tor.
5 One interpretation of this pledgeable in ome in this framework is that an entrepreneur an walk way
with fra tion  of returns, as studied by Ikeda (2011).
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owned by entrepreneurs, the s hedule also depends on the net worth indexed by n. In the
se ond step, the intermediary observes the other intermediaries' s hedules and de ides
whether to leave or stay in the market. The intermediary's pro ts be ome zero when the
intermediary leaves the market.
3.2. Optimal Contra ting Problem

I rst de ne an equilibrium in a game-theoreti manner.6 Then I solve for an equilibrium
ontra t.
Subgame Perfe tion: A game I onsider onsists of two types of players: many entrepreneurs and a small number of intermediaries relative to entrepreneurs. The game
evolves in three stages. Initially, nature draws and assigns type p, whi h hara terizes
the riskiness of proje t, to an entrepreneur. In the rst stage, an intermediary, indexed
i ( p) ; X i
by i, provides a s hedule of ontra ts, fBt;n
t+1;n (p)gp , whi h spe i es the amount
i
of loan, Bt;n(p), and the amount of payment in ase of su ess of proje t, Xti+1;n (p). In
the se ond stage, the intermediary observes the s hedules provided in the rst stage, and
de ides whether to leave or stay in the market. In the third stage, entrepreneurs hoose an
intermediary and sign a ontra t.
I limit my attention to a deterministi strategy, yet I assume that an entrepreneur
hooses an intermediary randomly if the entrepreneur nds some intermediaries indi erent.
Also, without loss of generality, I limit my attention to a truth telling s hedule su h that the
i ( p) ; X i
type-p entrepreneur hooses ontra t fBt;n
t+1;n (p)g voluntarily among the s hedule.
Now I de ne an equilibrium of this ontra ting problem.
De nition 1: A subgame-perfe t equilibrium for the nan ing problem onsists of a set of
intermediaries strategies: a s hedule of ontra ts in the rst stage and a strategy whether
to leave or stay in the market in the se ond stage, satisfying (i) entrepreneurs hoose the
best intermediary to maximize its expe ted net worth, (ii) given the o ered s hedules of
ontra ts in the rst stage and the other intermediaries' strategies in the se ond stage,
an intermediary hooses to stay if and only if the expe ted pro ts from doing so is nonnegative, (iii) given the other intermediaries' s hedule of ontra ts and strategies in the
se ond stage, an intermediary hooses a s hedule of ontra ts to maximize its pro ts. An
equilibrium is symmetri if and only if the strategy in the rst stage is the same for all
intermediaries.
Symmetri Equilibrium: In deriving an equilibrium I limit my attention to a symmetri
equilibrium in whi h all intermediaries employ the same strategy. In the following I derive
an equilibrium strategy in the rst stage, that is, I solve problem (iii) in De nition 1,
6 Ikeda (2011) provides the hara terization of an equilibrium more in detail.
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taking into a ount intermediaries' strategies in the se ond stage and entrepreneurs' best
responses in the third stage.
I make a onje ture that there exists threshold pt su h that entrepreneurs with p > pt do
not get funded, as in Stiglitz and Weiss (1981). Ikeda (2011) shows that under some mild
i ( p) ; X i

onditions a s hedule, fBt;n
t+1;n (p)gp , and a threshold, pt , satisfying the following
onditions onstitutes a symmetri equilibrium strategy:
0 = Vt+1;n

(p) =
t

Z pt
pt

[pXt+1;n(p)

Rt+1 Bt;n (p)℄dFt (p);

Wt;n (p)  Et Rtk+1 Bt;n (p) pXt+1;n (p)  0; 8p;
Et Rtk+1 Bt;n (p) pXt+1;n (p)  Et Rtk+1 Bt;n (~p) pXt+1;n (~p);
pXt+1;n (p) = (1 )Et Rtk+1 [Nt;n + Bt;n (p)℄; 8p;

(2)

(3)
8p; p~;
(4)
(5)
Condition (2) is an intermediary's zero pro ts ondition. Be ause intermediaries are
ompetitive in lending, the zero pro ts ondition must hold in equilibrium. An intermediary's pro ts are given by revenues, pXt+1;n (p), minus the ost of funds, Rt+1 Bt;n(p),
integrated over p from pt to pt with distribution Ft (p). In a symmetri equilibrium all
intermediaries o er the same s hedules of ontra ts, so that entrepreneurs hoose an intermediary randomly. As a result the distribution of entrepreneurs fa ed by an intermediary
be omes Ft (p) up to a onstant s aling fa tor.
Condition (4) is an in entive onstraint whi h limits the s hedule of ontra ts to a
truth telling s hedule. That is, type-p entrepreneur hooses ontra t fBt;n(p); Xt+1;n(p)g
voluntarily. The left-hand-side of (4) denotes an entrepreneur's return from getting loans
when hoosing pair fBt;n(p); Xt+1;n(p)g and the right-hand-side of (4) denotes a return
when hoosing the other pair.
Condition (3) is an entrepreneur's parti ipation onstraint whi h requires that an entrepreneur should voluntarily parti ipate in the loan ontra t. If (3) did not hold, the
entrepreneur would walk away from the ontra t be ause getting loans would result in a
negative expe ted return.
Finally, ondition (5) is a pledgeable in ome restri tion with inequality held with equality. The left-hand-side of (5) denotes the amount of expe ted repayment, while the righthand-side of (5) denotes a pledgeable in ome.
The Optimal Contra t: I des ribe an equilibrium ontra t and explain intuitively why the
solution to onditions, (2)-(5), onstitutes an equilibrium. Ikeda (2011) provides the detail
in the text and its appendix. The pro edure to solve the problem onsists of ve steps. First,
I start from a guess that there exists threshold pt su h that entrepreneurs with p > pt do
not get loans. Se ond, I repla e ondition (4) by a lo al in entive ompatibility onstraint
and a monotoni ity onstraint as in a standard me hanism design problem. Third, I express
the pro ts of entrepreneurs, denoted by Wt;n(p)  Et Rtk+1 Bt;n(p) pXt+1;n(p), as a fun tion
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of payment s hedule Xt+1;n(p) using the lo al in entive ompatibility onstraint and the
envelope theorem as follows:
Wt;n (p) =

Z pt
p

Xt+1;n (x)dx:

(6)

Using (6) and the de nition of pro ts, Wt;n(p)  Et Rtk+1 Bt;n(p) pXt+1;n (p), I express loan
s hedule Bt;n(p) as a fun tion of Xt+1;n(p). Then, using the loan s hedule I express the
pro ts of intermediaries as follows:
Vt+1;n

( p ) =
t

Z pt
pt

!t (p)Xt+1;n (p)dp;

where !t : (pt; 1) ! R is given by
Rt+1
pf (p)
Et Rtk+1 t

!t (p) = pft (p)

Rt+1
F ( p) :
Et Rtk+1 t

(7)

Fourth, using the loan s hedule obtained in the third step I rewrite ondition (5) as
Z 
(1
) pt
(1
) k
Xt+1;n (x)dx;
(8)
ER N +
Xt+1;n (p) =
p t t+1 t;n
p
p

This equation onstitutes an integral equation. I solve the equation for Xt+1;n(p). Fifth, I
pin down threshold pt using the intermediary's zero pro ts ondition.
I summarize the solution to onditions, (2)-(5), in the following proposition.
Proposition 1: Assume that !t (p), given by (7), rosses a zero line only on e. The solution
to onditions, (2)-(5), is given by: for p  pt ,
(

"

#)

  
1
pt
Bt;n
1 Nt;n;
1
+

1  p

 
(1
)Et Rtk+1   1 
Xt+1;n (p) =
Nt;n ;
(pt )

p

( p) = 1



1



1

1

Vt+1;n

( p ) =
t

Z pt
pt

!t (p)Xt+1;n (p)dp = 0;

(9)
(10)
(11)

and for p > pt , Bt;n(p) = Xt+1;n(p) = 0.
Hereafter I simply assume that the solution, given by Proposition 1, uniquely exists.
That is, I assume that there exists a unique pt su h that Vt+1;n(pt ) = 0, given by (11). If
there is no pro table deviation from the solution, the solution onstitutes a symmetri subgame perfe t equilibrium. Intuitively, there is no pro table deviation be ause the solution
maximizes entrepreneur's pro ts. To see this point, note that a pledgeability onstraint
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is not ondition (5) but ondition (5) with equality repla ed by . So, ondition (5)
implies that payment s hedule Xt+1;n(p) is maximized for ea h p among those satisfying
a pledgeability onstraint. From the expression for entrepreneur's pro ts, (6), maximizing
Xt+1;n (p) for ea h p implies maximizing the type p entrepreneur's pro ts for p  p . If
an intermediary deviated from the solution, it would not be able to attra t entrepreneurs,
or it would result in negative pro ts without leaving out of markets. There remain subtle
issues about an intermediary's deviation taking advantage of this separating s hedule. See
Ikeda (2011) for more in detail.
3.4. Aggregate Impli ations

The loan ontra t in equilibrium, summarized in Proposition 1, has two ni e properties
for aggregation. First, threshold pt does not depend on the amount of net worth. This
property implies that the same threshold applies to all entrepreneurs. Se ond, both loan
s hedule (9) and payment s hedule (10) are linear in net worth. This implies that I an
aggregate loan and payment without paying attention to the distribution of net worth.
As a onsequen e of the above two properties, the aggregate loan has a simple expression. From loan s hedule (9) I an express the aggregate loan, Bt , as
Bt =

Z Z pt

Bt;n (p)dFt (p)dHt (n);
"
1  1 Z pt  pt   dF (p)
t
 1  pt p
n pt

1



#

(12)
1 
where Nt denotes the aggregate net worth, Ft () denotes the distribution of p and Ht()
denotes the distribution of net worth indexed by n. Using the intermediary's zero pro t
ondition, (11), I an also express Bt as
Z Z pt
1
pX (p)dF (p)dH (n);
B =
=

t

Rt+1

=1

n pt

 Et Rtk+1
 Rt+1

t+1;n

t

"Z    1 
pt
 
pt

pt
p

Ft (pt ) Nt ;

t

#

dFt (p) Nt ;

(13)

From equations (12) and (13) I obtain a simple expression for the aggregate loan:
(1
)(Et Rtk+1 =Rt+1 )
Bt =
Ft (pt )Nt :
(14)
k
1 (1 )(EtRt+1 =Rt+1 )
The aggregate loan is in reasing in the dis ounted return to apital, Et Rtk+1 =Rt+1 , and is
in reasing in threshold pt . From (14) the aggregate loan is bounded from above as
(1
)(Et Rtk+1 =Rt+1 )
Bt <
1 (1 )(Et Rtk+1 =Rt+1 ) Nt;
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be ause Ft (pt ) < 1. The upper bound turns out to be the aggregate loan without asymmetri information, as shown in Ikeda (2011).
The expression for the aggregate loan, (14), summarizes the e e t of asymmetri information. With asymmetri information entrepreneurs with p > pt an not get loans be ause
the borrowing interest rate implied by the o ered ontra t is too high to earn non-negative
pro ts, re e ting the high default rates of the other risky entrepreneurs. Asymmetri information auses a lemons problem and drops the aggregate loan by [1 F (pt )℄  100 per ent
relative to the aggregate loan without asymmetri information.
Aggregating the balan e sheet relationship, (1), I obtain: qt K t+1 = Nt + Bt , where
K t+1 denotes the aggregate physi al apital. Substituting out for aggregate loan Bt using
equation (14) I obtain:


(1
)(Et Rtk+1 =Rt+1 )


(15)
qt Kt+1 = 1 +
1 (1 )(EtRtk+1 =Rt+1) Ft (pt ) Nt:
The term in bra ket in equation (15) denotes a leverage: how mu h assets one unit of net
worth allows an entrepreneur to pur hase.
After aggregation only two equations summarize the ma roe onomi impli ations of
nan ial markets with adverse sele tion and an agen y problem. The intermediary's zero
pro t ondition, (11), determines threshold pt . Equation (15) determines the leverage and
the aggregate asset. In a dynami general equilibrium model in the next se tion I use those
two equations as part of a system of equations.
4. General Equilibrium

Now I embed imperfe t nan ial markets analyzed in the previous se tion into a monetary
business y le model in line with CEE (2005). The resulting model features both adverse
sele tion and an agen y problem in nan ial markets as well as some original features of
the monetary business y le model: nominal rigidities in both pri es and wages, investment
adjustment osts, variable apital utilization rates and a monetary poli y rule. In ontrast
to CEE (2005) I do not in lude an internal onsumption habit formation be ause it does
not play a riti al role in my model.
4.1. Firms

Firms onsist of three types of rms: nal goods rms, intermediate goods rms and apital
goods rms. All rms behave in a ompetitive manner ex ept intermediate goods rms.
All rms are owned by households. I des ribe those rms' problems one by one.
Final Goods Firms: A nal goods rm has a CES aggregation te hnology, given by
Yt =

Z

1
0

Yt (i) di
1

p

14

p

;

 p > 1;

(16)

where Yt denotes the nal goods at time t and Yt(i) denotes the i-th intermediate goods at
time t for i 2 (0; 1). Given the pri e of nal goods, Pt , and the pri es of intermediate goods,
fPt(i)g, the rm hooses the amount of inputs and the amount of output to maximize its
pro ts, that is,
Z1
max P Y
Pt (i)Yt (i)di;
(17)
fYt ;Yt (i)g t t
0
subje t to its te hnology, (16).
The solution to problem (17) yields the demand for the i-th intermediate goods,
Yt (i) =



Pt (i)
Pt

 1 pp

(18)

Yt ;

where the pri e of nal goods has the following expression,
Pt =

Z

1
0

Pt (i)

Intermediate Goods Firms:

1

1

p

di

1

p

:

Intermediate goods rms are monopolisti ally ompetitive
in intermediate goods markets. They use apital and labor as input, produ e intermediate
goods and sell those goods to nal goods produ ers. In so doing they set pri es subje t to
pri e hange fri tions as in Calvo (1983).
For ea h i 2 (0; 1) the i-th intermediate goods rm ombines e e tive apital Kt (i) and
homogeneous labor Lt (i) to produ e, a ording to a Cobb-Douglas produ tion fun tion,
given by
Yt (i) = At Kt (i) Lt (i)1 ; 0 < < 1;
(19)
where At denotes the level of neutral te hnology. The e e tive apital is the produ t of
physi al apital and apital utilization rates. I assume that At follows a stationary AR(1)
pro ess,
log(At ) = a log(At 1 ) + A;t; 0  a < 1:
(20)
where A;t denotes an exogenous disturban e to the neutral te hnology, in short, a te hnology sho k.
The i-th intermediate goods rm maximizes its pro ts by hoosing the amount of inputs
and the pri e of the intermediate goods. In so doing the rm takes the aggregate variables
su h as the pri e level, Pt , as given be ause the rm is small enough not to a e t those
variables. I divide the rm's problem into two: a ost minimization problem and a pri e
setting problem. In the rst problem the rm minimizes its real ost of produ tion given
fa tor pri es, that is,
min w L (i) + rtk Kt(i);
(21)
fKt(i);Lt (i)g t t
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subje t to its produ tion te hnology, (19), where wt denotes the real wage and rtk denotes
the real rental rate of apital. The solution yields the real marginal ost, m t , given by
 k 

1
rt
wt 1
m t=
:
At
1
In the se ond problem the rm hooses the pri e of the intermediate goods to maximize
its expe ted pro ts subje t to pri e hange fri tions as in Calvo (1983). Spe i ally, every
period the rm an hange the pri e with probability, 1 p, independently a ross states
and over time, where 0 < p < 1. With probability p the rm annot reset its pri e so
that Pt (i) = Pt 1 (i). When the steady state gross in ation rate di ers from 1, the model
has the pri e dispersion of intermediate goods around steady state.
Given aggregate variables, the i-th intermediate goods rm hooses its pri e to maximize
its expe ted pro ts, taking into a ount the possibility that it may not be able to hange
the pri e in the future, that is,
"
#
1
s
X
t+s P~t (i)
s
Y (i) m Y (i) ;
(22)
max E 
fP~t (i)g

t

s=0

p

t

Pt+s

t+s

t+s t+s

subje t to the demand urve, (18).
In problem (22) the rm uses the sto hasti dis ount fa tor of the household, st+s=t,
in dis ounting the real pro ts, where t denotes the marginal utility of real in ome. The
fa t that households own the rm rationalizes the use of household's dis ount fa tor.
Capital Goods Firms: A apital goods rm ondu ts two types of business. First, it produ es new apital goods. Se ond, it pur hases depre iated apital goods from entrepreneurs
and sells new and depre iated apital goods to entrepreneurs.
The apital goods rm pur hases nal goods, It , and transforms it into new apital
goods, It , using the following te hnology,



I
t
It ;
(23)
It = 1 S
It

1

where fun tion S () denotes investment adjustment osts satisfying S = S 0 = 0 and S 00 > 0
in steady state. This fun tional form, introdu ed by CEE (2005), allows the model to
generate a hump-shaped response of investment and output to various sho ks, onsistent
with VAR-based eviden e.
The apital goods rm pur hases depre iate apital goods from entrepreneurs, ombine them with newly produ ed apital goods and produ e apital goods, using the linear
te hnology,
K t+1 = (1 Æ )K t + It ;
(24)
where 0 < Æ < 1 denotes apital depre iation rates. Then the apital goods rm sells the
apital goods with real pri e qt to entrepreneurs. Given the pri e of apital, qt , the apital
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goods rm hooses the amount of investment to maximize the expe ted pro t, that is,
max
E
fItg t

1
X
s=0

s
t+s

t

fqt+s Kt+s+1 [It+s + qt+s (1 Æ)Kt+s℄g ;

(25)

subje t to produ tion te hnologies, (23) and (24). Be ause of linearity in produ ing apital
goods in (24) the perfe t ompetition results in the same pri e of new apital goods and
old apital goods. The apital goods rm pur hases old apital goods at time t with pri e
qt and sells new apital goods with the same pri e as in (25).
4.2. Households

A ontinuum of household lives in the e onomy, ea h endowed with a spe ialized type of
labor indexed by j 2 (0; 1). Ea h single household, with measure unity, onsists of the large
number of family members who are either workers or entrepreneurs with their population
f and 1 f respe tively where 0 < f < 1. Family members swit h their job o upation
randomly. Spe i ally, entrepreneurs be ome workers randomly with probability 1
where 0 < < 1. I all as the surviving probability of entrepreneurs. The same
number of workers be ome entrepreneurs randomly so that the proportion of workers or
entrepreneurs stays onstant over time.
The household, as a representative agent of the family members, onsume and save.
The household provides the perfe t onsumption insuran e among its family members. The
household does not have an a ess to apital markets and an save only through risk-free
intermediary's deposits. Workers within the household supply a spe ialized labor and earn
wage in ome. Entrepreneurs within the household trade apital and earn apital in ome,
whi h I will des ribe later in this se tion.
Workers have a monopolisti power and set nominal wages subje t to Calvo pri e hange
fri tions as in Er eg, et al (2000). I assume that all workers in a household share the same
opportunity of wage hange. The assumption implies that all workers in a household hoose
the same level of wage and labor supply. A household parti ipates in a state ontingent
market on the opportunity of wage hanges, so that a di eren e in wages does not a e t
an allo ation, keeping the framework of a representative household.
Competitive employment agen ies ombine all household's spe ialized labor and transform into a homogeneous labor. Then, they provide the homogeneous labor to intermediate
goods rms.
I divide the household problem into three: onsumption and saving problems, an employment agen y's problem and a worker's wage setting problem. I des ribe the three
household problems below.
Consumption and Saving Problem: The j -th household hooses onsumption, Ct , and
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risk-free deposits, Bt , to solve a utility maximization problem,


1
1+1=
X
L
(
j
)
t
+
s
s
(26)
log(Ct) ~ 1 + 1= ;
max E
fCt ;Bt g t s=0
subje t to the ow budget onstraint,
Ct + Bt  wt (j )Lt (j ) + Rt Bt 1 + Tt + t + t (j );
where wt(j ) denotes real wages, Lt (j ) denotes labor supply per unit of household, Tt denotes
lump-sum taxes, t denotes the sum of the pro ts of rms and the net transfer from
entrepreneurs, and t (j ) denotes the net ash ow of state- ontingent se urities on the
opportunity of wage hanges. Stru tural parameters satisfy 0 < < 1,  > 0 and ~ > 0.
Employment Agen ies: Competitive employment agen ies transform a olle tion of household spe i labor, fLt(j )g, into a homogeneous labor, Lt , and sell it to intermediate goods
rms, using a CES aggregation te hnology, given by
Lt =

Z

1
0

Lt (j ) dj
1

w

w

;

 w > 1;

(27)

Given nominal wage Wt and nominal wages for household-spe i labor fWt (j )g, the employment agen y hooses the amount of spe i labor input to maximize its pro ts, that
is,
Z1
max W L
Wt (j )Lt (j )dj;
(28)
fLt (j )g t t
0
subje t to its te hnology, (27).
The solution to problem (28) yields a demand urve,
 w

Wt (j ) w
L;
(29)
L (j ) =
1

t

where the nominal wage is expressed as,
Wt =

Z

1
0

t

Wt

Wt (j )

Wage Setting Problem:

1

1

w

dj

1

w

:

A worker in the j -th household has a monopolisti power over
its spe ialized labor and sets nominal wages subje t to pri e hange fri tions. Spe i ally,
every period the worker an hange nominal wages with probability, 1 w , independently
a ross states and over time, where 0 < w < 1. With probability w the worker annot
reset nominal wages so that Wt (j ) = Wt 1 (j ). If the gross in ation rate in steady state
di ers from 1, the model yields nominal wage dispersions around steady state.
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The worker, fa ing utility maximization problem (26), hooses the level of nominal
wage and the amount of labor. If the worker provides L~ t (j ) amount of labor, the labor
per unit of household be omes Lt (j ) = f L~ t(j ) be ause there exist fra tion f of workers in
the household and all workers in the household provide the same level of labor. Then, the
worker solves the following maximization problem:
"
#
1
1+1=
X
~
W
(
j
)
L
(
j
)
t+s
max
Et ( w )s t+s t Lt+s (j )
(30)
~
P
1 + 1= ;
fWt (j )g s=0
t+s
subje t to the demand urve for spe ialized labor, (29), where = ~(1=f )1+1= .
In problem (30) the worker sets the nominal wage su h that it maximizes the expe ted
dis ounted sum of the utility from supplying labor Lt+s (j ). The utility onsists of utility
from wage in ome, the rst term in bra ket in (30), and the disutility from supplying labor,
the se ond term in bra ket in (30). In writing the worker's wage setting problem, (30), I
substitute out for the individual worker's labor, L~ t+s , with the labor per unit of household,
Lt+s (j ) = f L~ t+s (j ), resulting in the res aling of parameter = ~(1=f )1+1= in problem
(30).
4.3. Entrepreneurs and Intermediaries

I now embed imperfe t nan ial markets analyzed in Se tion 3 into a general equilibrium
framework. At time t an entrepreneur starts its business with some amount of net worth.
The entrepreneur, as a family member of one of a ontinuum of households, an transfer
its net worth to the household to whi h it belongs at the beginning of period t. The
entrepreneur hooses to a umulate its net worth over time and transfers its net worth
when it be omes to a worker, be ause the average return from a unit of goods invested
in its proje t is stri tly greater than risk-free rates earned by the household who makes
deposits in intermediaries. While the entrepreneur fa es a risk asso iated with its own
proje t, the household only ares about the average return be ause there are many family
members of entrepreneurs within the household. The law of large numbers holds and the
i.i.d. risk is perfe tly diversi ed among entrepreneurs within the household. This modeling
devi e implies that the entrepreneur would behave as if the entrepreneur were risk-neutral.
The entrepreneur makes a one-period ontra t with an intermediary and re eives some
amount of loan from the bank. Combining the net worth with the loan the entrepreneur
pur hases apital goods from apital goods produ ers with real pri e qt . At the end of time
t the entrepreneur invests the apital goods in its proje t with su ess probability p and
transforms the apital goods into spe ialized apital goods readily to be used as produ tion
input. I assume that on average one unit of apital goods generates one unit of spe ialized
apital goods for all entrepreneurs.
If the proje t fails the entrepreneur has nothing at hand. If the proje t su eeds the
entrepreneur sets apital utilization rates ut+1 with ost a(ut+1) per unit of spe ialized
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apital goods. The entrepreneur rents out the spe ialized apital goods to intermediate
goods rms and earns rental rate rtk+1ut+1 per unit of spe ialized apital goods at the
beginning of time t + 1. Then, the entrepreneur sells the depre iated apital goods to
apital goods rms with pri e qt+1 . Consequently, on average the real return from investing
one unit of nal goods is given by
rk u + q (1 Æ ) a(ut+1 )
Rk = t+1 t+1 t+1
:
(31)
t+1

qt

As in CEE (2005) the ost of apital utilization rates satisfy a(1) = 0 and a0 (ut); a00(ut) > 0.
The entrepreneur sets the apital utilization rate to maximize its return. Then, the apital
utilization rate satis es:
rtk = a0 (ut ):
(32)
The apital utilization rate, ut, is in reasing in the net return on apital, rtk .
After getting some returns the entrepreneur pays interest payment to the intermediary
following a ontra t. The remaining amount of goods onstitutes the net worth at time
t +1. Then, an idiosyn rati o upation sho k hits the entrepreneur and it swit hes its job
to a worker randomly with probability 1 , and it stays an entrepreneur with probability
, where 0 < < 1. If the entrepreneur be omes a worker, it brings the net worth to
the household to whi h it belongs. If the entrepreneur remains to be an entrepreneur, it
starts its business with its net worth at time t + 1 again. Those who just have be ome
entrepreneurs from workers and those who do not have net worth re eive a small amount
of nal goods from the household to whi h they belong, so that they run their proje ts.
As I analyzed in Se tion 3, an entrepreneur has both private information and an agen y
problem. The entrepreneur has a proje t and private information about the su ess probability of the proje t, or the riskiness of the proje t, p. The entrepreneur an pledge at
most fra tion 1  of its expe ted return to repay in expe ted values to an intermediary.
An intermediary, re ognizing the two sour e of problems, o ers a s hedule of ontra ts to
the entrepreneur in a ompetitive manner.
I assume that the distribution of p follows a uniform distribution, given by
Ft (p) =

p pt
1 pt ;

pt  pet ;

0 < p < 1;

(33)

where t denotes un ertainty sho ks, following a stationary AR(1) pro ess with oeÆ ient
0   < 1. The negative un ertainty sho ks, t < 0, lower pt and make the distribution
more dispersed, in reasing asymmetri information in nan ial markets.
As I derived in Se tion 3 the optimal ontra t between entrepreneurs and intermediaries
implies the aggregate relationship, (11), and (15), whi h I rewrite here respe tively taking
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into a ount the fun tional form of Ft(p), given by equation (33):
"
 p#
p
(1

)
s
t
t
t
qt K t+1 = 1 +
1 (1 )st 1 pt Nt ;
 p






2



t
0 = 2 1 1 s (pt )  pt
(p )
s 1  t
2

1

2

1

t

t

1





pt

1







(34)
;

(35)

where st denotes a dis ounted return to apital, st = Et Rtk+1 =Rt+1 and pt  pet . Given st ,
the un ertainty sho ks hange threshold pt from equation (35) and a e t a leverage and
the pri e of apital in equation (34).
Conditional on the su ess of proje t an entrepreneur pays ba k to an intermediary
following the payment s hedule, (10). Aggregating payment (10) over probability p and
net worth Nt;n, I obtain the aggregate payment onditional on the su ess of proje t,
Xt+1 =

Z Z

pt

Xt+1;n (p)dFt (p)dHt(n);
2
3
! 
k
15 Nt
= E1t Rtp+1 4 ppt
t
t
n pt

1

(36)

I de ne the average loan interest rate as the ratio of the aggregate payment to the aggregate
loan: Rtb+1 = Xt+1 =Bt, where Bt = qt Kt+1 Nt is given by (34). Then I an express the
external nan e premium, EFPt , de ned as the ratio of the ost to a borrower of raising
funds externally, Rtb+1 , to the opportunity ost of internal funds, Rt+1 , as follows:
EFPt =

Rtb+1
Rt+1

2

= (11 (1)(p )spt ) 4
t
t

p
t

pt

! 1 

3

15 :

(37)

The external nan e premium depends only on states at time t be ause both Rt+1 and Rtb+1
do so.7
In aggregate entrepreneurs earn apital return Rtk+1 (Nt + Bt ) and pay ba k Rt+1 Bt
to intermediaries at the beginning of time t + 1. The un onditional aggregate payment
amounts to Rt+1 Bt be ause the intermediary's zero pro t ondition holds.8 A fra tion,
1 , of entrepreneurs be ome workers and bring their net worth to households. The
same number of workers be ome new entrepreneurs. The new entrepreneurs and those who

7 Without asymmetri information the external nan e premium would be ome EFP = [(1
p ) 1 log(1=p ) 1℄R +1 , whi h purely re e ts the default risk of entrepreneurs.
8 Intermediaries take in deposits B from households with risk-free interest rate R +1 and lend to ent

t

t

t

t

t

trepreneurs. The intermediary's zero pro t ondition results in the un onditional aggregate payment equal
to R +1 B , as shown in the rst equation in (13), where the right-hand-side denotes the un onditional
aggregate payment divided by R +1 .
t

t

t
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do not have any net worth re eive a small start up fund from households. I assume that
the aggregate transfer from household is proportional to output, given by Yt+1, where
0 <  < 1. Then I an write the law of motion for aggregate net worth as
Nt+1 = [(Rtk+1 Rt+1 )Bt + Rtk+1 Nt ℄ + t Yt+1 ;
(38)
where Bt = qt Kt+1 Nt is given by (34)
Three equations (34), (35) and (38) summarize the aggregate onsequen es of the entrepreneur's and intermediary's problems. Given a dis ounted return to apital, st , zero
pro t ondition (11) determines threshold pt above whi h type-p entrepreneurs do not get
funded. With the threshold balan e sheet equation (34) determines a leverage and a e ts
the pri e of apital, qt . Be ause the urrent return to apital depends on qt as shown in
equation (31), the law of motion for net worth, (38), implies that the urrent net worth,
Nt , hanges in response to a hange in qt . Again, balan e sheet equation (34) implies that
the pri e of apital hanges in response to a hange in net worth. This y le ontinues and
propagates an initial e e t. This pro ess, so alled a balan e sheet hannel, works through
three equations (34), (35) and (38), and hara terizes a nan ial a elerator in this model.
4.4. Government

A government onsists of a s al authority and a monetary authority. The s al authority
spends nal goods amounting to Gt and nan e it by lump-sum tax on households. The
monetary authority sets the net nominal interest rate, it , following a simple Taylor rule,
1 + it =  1 + it 1 mp h t r i1 mp  Yt rdy emp;t
(39)
1+i
1+i

Yt 1
where mp;t denotes an exogenous disturban e to monetary poli y, 0  mp < 1, r > 1
and rdy  0. As a baseline I onsider the simple rule, a ording to whi h the entral
bank adjusts the urrent nominal interest rate in response to the urrent in ation rate,
the urrent growth rate of output and the lagged interest rate. I will onsider a modi ed
monetary poli y rule in orporating nan ial variables in Se tion 6 where I dis uss the e e t
of monetary poli y to ta kle a simulated nan ial risis.
A hange in nominal interest rate a e ts a real e onomy through the following Fisher
equation relating nominal interest rates and real interest rates,
1 + it = Et (Rt+1 t+1 ) :
(40)
Be ause pri es and nominal wages exhibit some degrees of sti kiness, a hange in nominal
interest rates it a e ts real interest rates, Rt+1 , whi h eventually a e ts all the e onomy.
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4.5. Equilibrium

I lose the model by stating market learing onditions and de ne a re ursive ompetitive
equilibrium.
Market Clearing: The aggregate demand for the nal goods onsists of onsumption,
investment, government spending and the ost asso iated with variable apital utilization
rates. In equilibrium the aggregate demand oin ides with the aggregate output,
Yt = Ct + It + Gt + a(ut )K t :
(41)
where Yt denotes the aggregate output.
In this e onomy there ould exist both pri e and wage dispersions, whi h make aggregation ompli ated. For example, produ ers with high pri es produ e less and those with
low pri es produ e more, resulting in an ineÆ ien y of produ tion. I follow Yun (1996)
to des ribe a relationship between aggregate variables and an eÆ ien y loss a rued from
both pri e and wage dispersions as follows:
p

Yt = (p;t ) p At Kt L1t ;
w
Lt = (w;t ) w Lt ;
1

1

where Kt  utK t = R01 Kt(i)di denotes the aggregate e e tive apital and Lt = R01 Lt (j )dj
denotes the average hours worked. Those two equations de ne the aggregate output, Yt.
The terms, p;t  1 and w;t  1, summarize the ineÆ ien y loss due to pri e or wage
dispersion, given by:
2
3 1 pp
 1 pp
Z 1
p;t = 4 Pt (i)
di5
;
0

Pt

w;t =

"Z 
1
0

Wt (j )
Wt

 1 ww

dj

# 1 ww

:

(42)

When there is no pri e dispersion, that is, when Pt (i) = Pt for all i 2 (0; 1), dispersion
term p;t be omes unity and there is no output loss. The same logi applies to nominal
wages.
Competitive Equilibrium: In de ning a ompetitive equilibrium I suppose that the e onomy starts from period 0. Given the set of initial ondition of state variables, a s al and
a monetary poli y, and the pro esses of sho ks, a re ursive ompetitive equilibrium onsists
of the de ision rules for the allo ation, fYt, Ct , It, K t , Lt , ut, Nt , Bt , pt g, and the pri ing
rules for the set of pri es fRt ; it; rtk , Rtk , wt, qt , t , p;t, w;tg, where the both rules are the
fun tions of the states of the e onomy, satisfying:
 Given the pri ing rules, the de ision rules solve the nal goods rm's problem, (17),
the intermediate goods rm's problem, (21) and (22), the apital goods produ er's
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problem, (25), and the household's problems, (26), (28) and (30). In addition, the
de ision rules satisfy the equilibrium onditions of entrepreneurs and intermediaries,
(31), (32), (34), (35) and (38).
 All markets lear. That is, (24) and (41) hold, and the Fisher equation, (40), holds
5. Simulation

I log-linearize the model around its steady state and explore the model quantitatively.
I show that un ertainty sho ks generate signi ant business u tuations onsistent with
business y les. Similar to Ikeda (2011) who studies the non-monetary version of the
model, ounter- y li al markups play a ru ial role in amplifying the un ertainty sho ks.
I also explore how adverse sele tion in nan ial markets a e t dynami s in response to
te hnology and monetary poli y sho ks.
In the following I rst parameterize the model. Next, I study impulse responses to
the un ertainty sho ks and make lear ampli ation me hanisms embedded in the model.
Finally, I dis uss whether adverse sele tion ampli es or dampens te hnology and monetary
sho ks.
5.1. Model Parameterization

I list the hoi e of parameters values for the model in Table 1. Out of twenty parameters
ve f; p; ; ; ug are spe i to the model and the others are onventional to the DSGE
literature.
I begin with onventional parameters related to the real fa tors of an e onomy. I
set a preferen e dis ount fa tor as = 0:993, so that net real risk-free rates be ome 3
per ent annual rate in steady state. I set the oeÆ ient of the disutility of labor so that
the average hours worked is normalized to be unity. I hoose onventional values for a
labor supply elasti ity ( = 1), a apital in ome share ( = 0:36) and apital depre iation
rates (Æ = 0:025). I set the urvature of the CEE (2005) investment adjustment osts to
S 00  S 00 (1) = 0:3. There is little guidan e in the empiri al literature about the appropriate
values of S 00. I set the urvature so that the impulse response of output to the un ertainty
sho ks oin ides with the VAR eviden e of Bloom (2009), Gil hrist and Zakresjek (2010)
and Kiley and Sim (2011).9 A ording to them, output responses to un ertainty sho ks are
hump-shaped with peak (bottom) rea hed in from four to eight periods after the sho ks.10 I
9 A reason why CEE (2005) rst introdu ed the CEE adjustment osts has to with hump-shaped re-

sponses to monetary poli y sho ks. Later, the adjustment osts have be ome popular in the DSGE literature
be ause the adjustment osts generate hump-shaped responses to various sho ks, whi h help a model t
aggregate time series data quite well.
10 Gil hrist and Zakresjek (2010) estimate responses to nan ial sho ks. As shown in Ikeda (2011), the
nan ial sho ks oin ide with the un ertainty sho ks in this paper after log-linearization.
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Table 1: Stru tural parameters values
Parameter Des ription
Value Parameter
dis ount fa tor
0:993

Æ
apital in ome share
0:36
00
00
S
adjustment osts
0:3 a (1)=a0(1)
w
p
pri e markup
1:05
w
slope of pri e Phillips urve 0:014
p
r
Taylor rule, in ation
1:5
rdy
mp

target gross in ation rate
1
a
AR(1), te hnology sho k
0:95

moral hazard
0:55
p

survival rates
0:99
u
AR(1), un ertainty sho ks 0:90

Des ription
Value
labor supply elasti ity 1
depre iation rate
0:025
apital utilization osts 2
wage markup
1:05
Calvo wage
0:8
Taylor rule, growth
0:1
Taylor rule, persisten e 0:8
parameter of F ()
transfers

0:993
0:001

assume that the government spending is onstant over time and the ratio of the government
spending to output is 0.22 in steady state. I set the urvature of the ost of apital
utilization rates as a00(1)=a0(1) = 2 following Altig, Christiano, Ei henbaum and Linde
(2010, ACEL hereafter) who estimate a medium s ale monetary business y le model by
mat hing impulse response fun tions. I set the AR(1) oeÆ ient of the te hnology sho k
a = 0:95 following King and Rebelo (1999).
Next I pro eed to onventional parameters related to the nominal fa tors of an e onomy.
I set the parameters values onsistent with the estimate of ACEL (2010). I set p = w =
1:05 for the markups of pri es and wages. For the Calvo wages parameter I set w = 0:8.
Instead of setting the Calvo pri es parameter I set the slope of the pri e Phillips urve as
p)(1 p)=p = 0:014. The implied value of p is quite high: 0:89. A ording
p = (1
to ACEL (2004, 2010) and Woodford (2005), the relatively at slope of Phillips urve is
onsistent with low value of p if a model has rm-spe i apital. There exist the other
sour es whi h make the pri e Phillips urve at without relying on high pri e sti kiness.11
As a ben hmark monetary poli y rule I set the oeÆ ient of in ation, r = 1:5, as
in Taylor (1993) and set the oeÆ ient of output growth as rdy = 0:10, while I set the
oeÆ ient of the lagged interest rate as mp = 0:8. I set target gross in ation rates equal
to  = 1, so that there is no pri e and wage dispersions.
Finally I nish with the parameters spe i to the model, f; p; ; ; ug. I set pa11 For example, a kinked demand urve (Kimball, 1995) and nominal pri e dispersion (As ari, Guido

and Ropele, 2007) make the pri e Phillips urve at. For the other fa tors a e ting the slope of the pri e
Phillips urve, see Woodford (2003, Chapter 3).
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rameter  = 0:001 whi h determines the amount of lump-sum transfers from households
to entrepreneurs. As in Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997) I make the transfers small so that
the transfers do not add additional dynami s. I set the AR(1) oeÆ ient of un ertainty
sho ks u = 0:90. As Ikeda (2011) shows the un ertainty sho ks in this model plays the
exa tly same role as nan ial sho ks and almost similar role to risk sho ks. This value lies
between the AR(1) oeÆ ient of nan ial sho ks analyzed by Hall (2010) and Gil hrist and
Zakresjek (2010) and the AR(1) oeÆ ient of risk sho ks estimated by CMR (2009).
I set the remaining three parameters to hit the following three targets in steady state:
the leverage ratio of 1.5, the external nan e premium of 2 per ent annual rate, and the
expe ted equity premium of 1 per ent annual rate. The target value of the leverage ratio
is lower than the literature.12 But it is onsistent with U.S. Flow of Funds A ounts
a ording to whi h the debt net worth ratio of non-farm non- nan ial orporate business is
around 0.5, implying a leverage ratio of 1.5. Re ently Ajello (2010) reports the low value of
leverage equal to 1.33 using the data of apital expenditures of the U.S. publi non- nan ial
ompanies in Compustat. The target value of the external nan e premium is lose to
the average spread of orporate bonds with various redit quality relative to omparable
maturity Treasury yield from 1990 to 2008 of 1.92 per ent, analyzed by Gil hrist, Yankov
and Zakrajsek (2009). The target value of the expe ted equity premium does not mean
to mat h any numbers but suggests that there exists a dis repan y between the return of
apital and the risk-free rate due to redit fri tions.
5.2. The E e t of Un ertainty Sho ks

I study responses to un ertainty sho ks and the ampli ation me hanisms of un ertainty
sho ks. First, I show that the un ertainty sho ks generate signi ant u tuations onsistent with business y les. Se ond, I analyze how the un ertainty sho ks a e t the model
e onomy analyti ally. Third, I make lear the role of nominal rigidities, or the role of
ounter y li al markups, as the ampli ation me hanisms of the un ertainty sho ks. I
also dis uss investment adjustment osts whi h generate hump-shaped responses to the
un ertainty sho ks while they dampen the impa t of the sho ks.
Before looking at the result I would like to emphasize the unique nature of the un ertainty sho ks. The sho ks have real e e t be ause of adverse sele tion. With symmetri
information adverse sele tion would disappear and the un ertainty sho ks would not have
any real e e t.
Responses to Un ertainty Sho ks: Figure 1 plots the impulse responses of main variables
to the negative un ertainty sho k. The horizontal axis shows periods. The e onomy is in
steady state in period 0 and is hit by the sho k in period 1. The verti al axis shows per ent
deviation from steady state (denoted as %) or APR di eren e from steady state (denoted as
12 For example, the leverage ratio in steady state is 2 in BGG (1999) and 4 in Gertler and Karadi (2010).
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Figure 1: Impulse Responses to Un ertainty Sho k
APR di ). The variables in lude output (Yt), investment (It), onsumption (Ct ), average
hours worked (Lt ), apital utilization rates (ut), the pri e of apital (qt ), net worth (Nt ),
external nan e premium (EF Pt) de ned by (37), and nominal interest rate (Rt ). I set
the magnitude of the sho k su h that the external nan e premium rises 1 per ent annual
rate relative to the steady state level.13
In response to the negative un ertainty sho k whi h in reases the external nan e premium by 1 per ent annual rate, the output falls gradually and rea hes its bottom of 1:6
per ent after seven periods after the sho k. Investment and hours show the similar shape
of response to that of output, while the response of investment is about three times as great
as output and the response of hours is slightly greater than output.
In ontrast to output, investment and hours, onsumption shows more persistent response. At the impa t onsumption falls about 0:05 per ent and rea hes the negative peak
of 1 per ent around twenty-two periods after the sho k hits the e onomy. Both the pri e
of apital and the net worth drop at the impa t of the sho k and move ba k to its steady
state.
In ation falls by 0:3 per entage points in annual rate initially and slowly move ba k to
its steady state. In response to a fall in in ation and a fall in output, nominal interest rate
falls and rea hes its bottom of more than 0:6 per entage points in annual rate after four
13 The a tual value of  at the initial impa t is 0:015=4.
t
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periods.
Overall, the responses to the un ertainty sho k are onsistent with business y les: all
variables ex ept the external nan e premium are pro- y li al. Also, the responses show
signi ant u tuations. The un ertainty sho k whi h in reases the external nan e premium by 1 per entage point auses 1:6 per ent fall in output, 4:8 per ent fall in investment,
1 per ent fall in onsumption and 1:9 per ent fall in hours, at the bottom.
Anatomy of Un ertainty Sho ks: How do the un ertainty sho ks a e t an e onomy? To
understand the me hanisms, I log-linearize equations (34) and (35), substitute out for p^t
and summarize the two equations as follows:


s^t = 1 N^t q^t K^ t+1 2 t ; 1 ; 2 > 0;
(43)
where x^t denotes the deviation of variable xt from its steady state. (See Ikeda, 2011, for the
derivation). Equation (43) shows that the un ertainty sho k, t, hanges a wedge between
the return to apital and the risk-free rate, s^t , given the net worth, the pri e of apital and
the physi al apital. After log-linearization, the un ertainty sho k be omes equivalent to
nan ial sho ks onsidered by Hall (2010), Gil hrist and Zakresjek (2010) among others.
The negative un ertainty sho k, t < 0, in reases un ertainty about the riskiness of
entrepreneurial proje ts. There exit more risky entrepreneurs and they tend to repay less
to intermediaries. Intermediaries ut ba k loans, Bt = qt K t+1 Nt , to make zero pro ts.
Given net worth Nt , a fall in loans de reases the pri e of apital, qt , whi h, in turn, de reases
investment, It = K t+1 (1 Æ)K t . A fall in qt de reases the urrent net worth, Nt , from the
law of motion for net worth, (38). A fall in net worth in reases the ex ess return to apital,
st , from equation (43). A rise in st  Et Rtk+1 =Rt+1 is mainly driven by a fall in qt from
equation (31). This, in turn, de reases the urrent net worth, and this y le ontinues.
In the end, the pri e of apital, the net worth and investment drop sharply. Ampli ed
by another me hanisms the un ertainty sho k also a e ts output, hours and onsumption
severely as dis ussed below.
The Role of Nominal Rigidities: I have shown in Figure 1 that the un ertainty sho k
generates business y les. Now I investigate what fa tor embedded in my model help the
un ertainty sho k generate responses onsistent with business y les.
As argued by Ikeda (2011), a ounter- y li al markup in wages play a ru ial role
in amplifying the un ertainty sho k. While Ikeda (2011) employs an exogenous ountery li al markup in wages, it is nominal rigidities in wages that make the markup ountery li al in this model. Also, nominal rigidities in pri es make a markup in pri es ountery li al. In order to quantify the role of nominal rigidities I hange the value of parameters
ontrolling the degree of nominal rigidities and look at hanges in impulse responses.
First, onsider nominal wage rigidities. Under the baseline parameter value of w = 0:8,
output falls by 1:6 per ent at the bottom rea hed after seven periods after the sho k. The
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onsumption falls initially and persistently de line until twenty-one periods. In ontrast
to the baseline, for w = 0:7; 0:5; 0:01, output falls by 1:4 per ent, 1:3 per ent and 1:2
per ent respe tively; output rea hes its bottom in six periods, ve periods and four periods
respe tively. Nominal wage rigidities not only amplify the e e t of un ertainty sho k but
also make the response of output persistent. More importantly, onsumption in reases
by 0:1 per ent, 0:3 per ent and 0:4 per ent initially for w = 0:7; 0:5; 0:01 respe tively.
With those parameter values the response of onsumption exhibits an opposite sign to
that implied by business y les. This fa t highlights the importan e of high nominal wage
rigidities.
Next, onsider nominal pri e rigidities. In parameterizing the model I set the slope of
the pri e Phillips urve as p = 0:014 based on the eviden e from ACEL (2010). In the
model the implied value of pri e rigidities is p = 0:89. In response to the un ertainty sho k,
for p = 0:8; 0:5; 0:01, output falls by 1:1 per ent, 0:8 per ent and 0:75 per ent respe tively;
output rea hes its bottom in ve periods, eight periods and eight periods respe tively, in
ontrast to 1:6 per ent fall in output with its bottom rea hed in seven periods under the
baseline. While nominal pri e rigidities amplify the e e t of un ertainty sho k, they do
not ne essarily make the response of output persistent.
Both nominal wage and pri e rigidities put together, nominal rigidities serve as important ampli ation and persisten e me hanisms in the model. Without nominal rigidities,
markups in wages and pri es are no more ounter- y li al and the model neither exhibits
signi ant u tuations nor generates business y les.14
The Role of Investment Adjustment Costs: The CEE (2005) adjustment osts make the
response of various variables in luding output and investment hump-shaped and persistent.
In the baseline I set the adjustment osts parameter as S 00 = 0:3. In response to the same
un ertainty sho k in Figure 1, for S 00 = 1; 2; 5, output falls by 1:2 per ent, 0:9 per ent and
0:6 per ent respe tively; output rea hes its bottom in nine periods, ten periods and twelve
periods respe tively, in ontrast to 1:6 per ent fall in output with its bottom rea hed in
seven periods under the baseline.
The result highlights the role of the adjustment osts. While the adjustment osts
make the response persistent, the osts dampen the e e t of un ertainty sho k. Be ause
nominal rigidities add enough persisten e to the model as we saw above, I do not have to
rely heavily on the adjustment osts to make responses persistent. Be ause there is little
mi ro eviden e on the adjustment osts parameter values, I use the value of S 00 = 0:3 whi h
14 If one onsiders a sho k other than neutral te hnology (or preferen e) sho ks as a andidate to drive

business y les, he or she must over ome the substitution e e t of onsumption, implied from a simple
equation whi h equates the marginal rate of substitution between onsumption and labor (MRS) and
the marginal produ t of labor (MPL). Nominal rigidities an o set and reverse the substitution e e t of
onsumption. Justiniano, Primi eri and Tambalott (2009) provide a ni e explanation why nominal rigidities
are important for investment sho ks to be a major sour e of business y les.
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allows the model to exhibit enough persisten e and hump-shaped responses.
5.3. Adverse Sele tion: Ampli er or Dampener?

So far I have fo used on responses to un ertainty sho ks. Now I hange my fo us to the role
of adverse sele tion as the propagation me hanisms of the other sho ks. Here I onsider
transitory neutral te hnology sho ks and monetary poli y sho ks
In order to isolate the role of adverse sele tion, I ompare the baseline (asymmetri
information) model with a symmetri information model. The symmetri information
model is hara terized by the same equations as the baseline model with threshold pt
repla ed by unity. I add a onstant tax rate on net worth to the symmetri information
model in su h a way that the steady state oin ides with that of the baseline model.
Before looking at numeri al results I nd it useful to make lear a di eren e between the
two models analyti ally. The di eren e appears only in one equation whi h determines the
demand for apital. The equation in the baseline model is given by (34), while the equation
in the symmetri information model is given by (34) with (pt pt)=(1 pt )  Ft (pt ) repla ed
by a onstant, 1 n = F (p), where n denotes a tax rate on net worth. For the sake of
argument here I ignore the un ertainty sho k temporarily in this subse tion. Log-linearizing
equations (34) and (35), the two models share the same equation with the di erent value
of oeÆ ient:


Et R^ tk+1 R^t+1 = 1 N^t K^ t+1 q^t ; 0 <  < sym;
(44)
where 1 and sym orresponds to the baseline model and the symmetri information model
respe tively. If oeÆ ient 1 were zero, the model would ollapse to a model without redit
fri tions in whi h the net worth plays no role.
The baseline model has a smaller oeÆ ient in absolute values than does the symmetri
information model: 1 < sym in equation (44). This attributes to the presen e of Ft (pt )
in equation (34), whi h adds a exibility to the demand for apital. Be ause threshold pt is
in reasing in st  Et Rtk+1 =Rt+1 from equation (35), the demand for apital or the aggregate
loan responds more to a ertain hange in st relative to the symmetri information model.
15
In other words, st responds less to a ertain hange in the aggregate loan in the baseline
model relative to the symmetri information model, as shown in equation (44).
Keeping equation (44) in mind, I analyze impulse responses to te hnology and monetary
poli y sho ks. Figure 2 plots the two responses in a panel: a solid line and a dashed line
orrespond to the baseline model and the symmetri information model respe tively. I
start from responses to sudden 1 per ent rise in nominal interest rates (left panel). The
panel shows that the response of the baseline model exhibits stronger and more persistent
15 The term in parenthesis in (44) an be expressed in terms of the aggregate loan and the net worth.
Be ause q K +1 =N = 1 + B =N , I an write q^ + K^ +1 N^ = [N=(N + B )℄(B^ N^ ).
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Figure 2: Impulse Responses to Monetary and Te hnology Sho ks
response of output than that of the symmetri information model. In the baseline (the
symmetri information) model output falls by 0:59 (0:49) per ent at its bottom and the
e e t is halved around twenty (ten) periods after a sho k hits the e onomy.
Equation (44) provides a key idea why the baseline model makes the responses more
persistent and stronger. In response to a negative monetary poli y sho k the real interest
rate, Rt+1 , rises. With the right-hand-side of (44) kept onstant (zero) for a moment, an
in rease in Rt+1 should raise the expe ted return to apital, Et Rtk+1 , whi h is mainly driven
by a fall in the pri e of apital, qt , be ause Rtk+1 = [rtk+1 ut+1 + (1 Æ)qt+1 a(ut+1)℄=qt .
A fall in qt has two opposite e e t on the expe ted equity premium, st  Et Rtk+1 =Rt+1 .
First, it dire tly de reases st from the right-hand-side of equation (44). Se ond, it de reases
the net worth, Nt, from the law of motion of net worth, (38), whi h in reases st from the
right-hand-side of equation (44). The se ond e e t dominates the rst and in reases st .
Again this auses a fall in qt and further de reases qt as this pro ess is repeated. This is
so- alled the nan ial a elerator. In the end a fall in qt results in a de rease in investment
and output.
The e e t of the a elerator I have des ribed above depends on  in equation (44).
The higher the value of 1 is, the greater the e e t on qt is. The hange in qt has two
opposite e e ts. First, the greater a hange in qt is, the greater a hange in the urrent
net worth,Nt , from the law of motion of net worth, (38). Se ond, the greater a hange in
qt is, the smaller a hange in the future net worth, Nt+1 . If qt drops sharply today, the
return to apital Rtk+1 in reases and helps the future net worth re over qui kly. The e e t
of the a elerator depends on the value of 1 in a non-linear manner. For too small values
of 1 , there is no nan ial a elerator e e t. For too great values of 1, the se ond e e t
overwhelms the rst, whi h makes responses smaller and less persistent. The latter applies
to what happens in the symmetri information model where sym is mu h greater than 1
in the baseline model.
Next I dis uss responses to a negative te hnology sho k. The right panel in Figure 2
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shows that the baseline model exhibits persistent negative responses while the symmetri
information model exhibits positive responses initially. The positive response in the symmetri information is at odd with a onventional wisdom about neutral te hnology sho ks.
In response to a negative te hnology sho k the real interest rate falls. Now the nan ial
a elerator I dis ussed for a monetary poli y sho k works in an opposite way. Spe i ally,
in the symmetri information mode, a rise in the pri e of apital, qt , aused by a fall in the
real interest rate is so great that it boosts the e onomy and in reases output initially.
The above dis ussion shows that the higher value of 1 in equation (44) does not ne essarily implies the greater nan ial a elerator e e t in response to te hnology and monetary
poli y sho ks. The nan ial a elerator e e t depends not only the value of 1 but also the
other features in luding the law of motion of net worth, nominal rigidities and so on. Under the baseline parameter values in Table 1, the baseline (asymmetri information) model
exhibits the greater and more persistent responses than does the symmetri information
model, while the former has the lower value of 1 than does the latter.
6. Monetary Poli y in a Crisis

In this se tion I study the e e t of monetary poli y to ta kle a simulated nan ial risis
triggered by un ertainty sho ks. First, I simulate a nan ial risis whi h mat hes some
silent features of the great re ession in the U.S. starting in Winter 2008. Se ond, I study
the e e t of Taylor rule augmented with nan ial variables in response to the simulated
risis. Third, I study the e e t of un onventional monetary poli y whi h subsidizes the
ost of intermediaries' funds.
6.1. Crisis Simulation

I simulate the model and onsider un ertainty sho ks as the trigger of nan ial risis. I use
the same parameter values as shown in Table 1. To see how a simulated risis is omparable
to the great re ession, I onstru t the risis in a following manner. I assume that the model
e onomy is in a steady state until the rst quarter in 2008, be ause the great re ession
started in De ember 2007 a ording to the NBER's Business Cy le Dating Committee. In
the se ond quarter in 2008, an unexpe ted one-time un ertainty sho k hits the e onomy. I
set the magnitude of the sho k so as to generate a rise in the external nan e premium by
four per entage points, onsistent with data as we see below.
Figure 3 plots simulated series (solid line) and U.S. data (dashed line). The gure shows
that the simulated nan ial risis mat hes, to some extent, the silent features of U.S. great
re ession. The simulated risis mat hes a fall in GDP (output) quite well, though it slightly
overstates the data. The simulated investment understates the magnitude implied by the
data. Still it generates a huge drop by nearly 20 per ent from the steady state. The
simulated onsumption falls more persistently than does the data, while it mat hes the
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Figure 3: Crisis Simulation

magnitude of the fall at least in 2011. The simulated external nan e premium rises by
four per entage points, onsistent with the data de ned by a di eren e between Moody's
seasoned Baa orporate bond yield and 10-year Treasury rate. The simulated external
nan e premium shows a more persisten e than that implied by the data. The simulated
in ation falls sharply from 0 per ent to more than 1 per ent. It fails to mat h the level
of a tual in ation.16 Also, the a tual in ation falls more slowly and a ompanied with
u tuations. The simulated interest rate falls from 3 per ent to 0:5 per ent and returns to
the steady state level gradually, while the a tual federal funds rate drops from 5 per ent

16 I ould mat h the level of the a tual in ation rate by setting the steady state in ation to, say, two

per ent. Here I sti k to zero in ation rate in steady state for two reasons. First, non-zero in ation
rate in steady state generates nominal pri e and wage dispersions. The dispersions result in a highly
non-linear system, whi h, in turn, makes even se ond-order approximations ina urate to a greater extent.
Se ond, while adding nominal pri e and wage indexation makes dispersions disappear, the indexation makes
responses less persistent and less ampli ed. Spe i ally, with indexation the response of onsumption
be omes weaker and understates the a tual data.
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to 0 per ent and stays at 0 per ent.
Overall the model su eeds, to some extent, in generating a nan ial risis onsistent
with the great re ession. Below I explore the e e t of various monetary poli y to ta kle
the simulated nan ial risis.
6.2. Taylor Rule Augmented with Finan ial Variables

I onsider a modi ed Taylor rule augmented with external nan e premiums and redits as
proposed by Taylor (2008) and Christiano, et al (2010) respe tively. I show that the modied Taylor rules helps resolve a simulated nan ial risis and improves welfare signi antly.
Welfare Criterion:

In order to evaluate the e e t of a modi ed Taylor rule, I begin by
writing the (average) household utility fun tion in re ursive form17, following S hmittGrohe and Uribe (2004) and Gertler and Karadi (2010):
3
2
w 
w 

1+


(w;t) w (w;t) w (Lt ) 5 + E W :
Wt = 4log(Ct )
t t+1
1+
1

(1+ )
1

(1+ )

where Lt  R01 Lt (j )dj denotes the average hours worked, w;t denotes the nominal wage
dispersion, given by (42) and w;t is given by
w;t =

"Z 
1
0

Wt (j )
Wt

w
# w1 (1+
)
 w1 (1+
)
w

dj

I take a se ond order approximation of this obje tive fun tion and the whole system of
equations about the steady state. Then I express this fun tion as a se ond order fun tion
of the state variables and sho ks to the system. I evaluate the welfare of an e onomy
based on the approximated obje tive fun tion at the onset of a simulated nan ial risis. I
quantify the e e t of a modi ed Taylor rule by omputing how mu h onsumption would
have to in rease in ea h period in an e onomy with a baseline Taylor rule to be indi erent
with an e onomy with a modi ed Taylor rule.
In the following simulation I fo us on a oeÆ ient on nan ial variables in a modi ed
Taylor rule and keep the other parameters xed as in the risis simulation presented in the
previous subse tion.
External Finan e Premiums: As proposed by Taylor (2008) I onsider a modi ed Taylor
rule augmented with external nan e premiums:
"
#
1 + it =  1 + it 1 mp  t r  EF Pt  re 1 mp  Yt rdy ;
(45)
1+i
1+i

EF P
Yt 1
17 The (average) household utility is given by equation (26) integrated from j = 0 to 1.
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Figure 4: The E e t of Taylor Rule with External Finan e Premiums
where re  0. The modi ed Taylor rule works in a way that the nominal interest rate falls
in response to a rise in the external nan e premium relative to its steady state value.
Figure 4 plots responses in a risis s enario with di erent value of oeÆ ient, re, in
modi ed Taylor rule (46). The Figure shows that the modi ed Taylor rule helps resolve a
risis. The e onomy stabilizes as the oeÆ ient in reases from 0 (baseline risis s enario).
When the oeÆ ient is hosen to maximize welfare (re = 0:32), output falls only by 2 perent, investment falls by 10 per ent and onsumption rises initially by 2 per ent. In ation
is almost stabilized and the nominal interest rate (Federal Funds rate) falls only by 1 perentage points. Be ause the external nan e premium is mainly driven by the un ertainty
sho k, it shows no di eren e among di erent modi ed Taylor rules.
The modi ed Taylor rule serves as a powerful tool to ombat a risis triggered by
un ertainty sho ks. The welfare gain from introdu ing the optimal modi ed Taylor rule
amounts to 1:23 per ent of onsumption in ea h year in an e onomy with a baseline Taylor
rule. An introdu tion of external nan e premiums in a Taylor rule hanges a whole system
of equations. In this model the external nan e premium serves as the a urate signal of
un ertainty sho ks. Expe ting that the nominal interest rate is adjusted in response to a
hange in the external nan e premium, agents understand that the modi ed Taylor rule
a e ts an e onomy not only today but also all future dates. Expe tations about future, in
turn, a e t today's de isions. By working on expe tations the modi ed Taylor rule has a
powerful e e t on the simulated nan ial risis.
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Credits:

As proposed by Christiano, et al (2010) I onsider a modi ed Taylor rule augmented with redit growth:
1 + it =  1 + it 1 mp  t r  Bt rb 1 mp  Yt rdy ;
(46)
1+i
1+i

Bt 1
Yt 1
where Bt denotes the aggregate loan ( redits), given by equation (14), and rb  0. The
modi ed Taylor rule works in a way that the nominal interest rate falls in response to a
fall in the growth rate of redits.
This modi ed Taylor rule also helps resolve a simulated nan ial risis. In response
to un ertainty sho ks both the pri e of apital and the net worth de rease, resulting in
a de rease in the redits. Similar to external nan e premiums, the redits serve as the
a urate signal of un ertainty sho ks. The oeÆ ient maximizing welfare is rb = 0:36 and
the welfare gain amounts to 1:40 per ent of onsumption in an e onomy with a baseline
Taylor rule. While the modi ed Taylor rule performs slightly better than a modi ed Taylor
rule with external nan ial premiums, the performan e depends on the parameters values
of the model. Though I do not explore the robustness of the result omprehensively in the
model, the redit growth an work well as suggested by Christiano, et al (2010).
6.3. Un onventional Monetary Poli y

The U.S. government ondu ted large s ale pur hases of assets and implemented poli ies
that redu ed the ost of funds to nan ial institutions in the great re ession. In this subse tion I explore the e e t of un onventional monetary poli y whi h shares similar features
with the a tual poli ies. First, I de ne the un onventional monetary poli y in the model.
Then, I evaluate two poli ies whi h di er in a way how to ondu t the un onventional
monetary poli y.
Subsidies to Intermediaries' Cost of Funds: A problem in a simulated nan ial risis
lies in a shrink in redits. A massive in rease in un ertainty about the riskiness of entrepreneurial proje ts makes lending less attra tive and auses a fall in redits. This a e ts
the pri e of apital and the net worth, and, in turn, a e ts redits. As a result of the
vi ious y le, the redits shrink sharply and a nan ial risis arises.
As shown by Christiano and Ikeda (2011), subsidies to intermediaries' ost of funds help
resolve a nan ial risis in various redit fri tions models. A tually, the poli y works in the
model too. To see this point I rewrite the intermediary's zero pro t ondition in Problem
(2) as follows:
Z pt
(47)
0 = [pXt+1;n(p) (1 t )Rt+1 Bt;n(p)℄dFt (p);
pt

where t denotes a subsidy, Xt+1;n(p) denotes a payment s hedule for entrepreneurs with
net worth Nt;n and Bt;n denotes a loan s hedule. In response to the negative un ertainty
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sho k, Bt;n(p) falls, otherwise the intermediary has to bear the negative pro ts. A rise in
subsidy t mitigates a fall in Bt;n(p) by lowering the ost of funds.
A poli y maker implements the subsidy poli y by asset pur hases with higher pri es
than the fundamentals. The zero pro t ondition, (47), an be expressed as follows:

Z pt 
pXt+1;n (p)
Rt+1 Bt;n (p) dFt (p):
0=
1 
pt

t

The term, pXt+1;n(p), denotes the expe ted repayment, or the fundamental value of loan.
The subsidy poli y is equivalent to the government pur hases of se urity assets ba ked by
the loan with pri e pXt+1;n(p)=(1 t ).
Following Gertler and Karadi (2010) I assume that a government sets subsidy t in
response to nan ial variables, a ording to a ertain feedba k rule whi h I spe ify below.
A government nan es resour es required for the subsidy by levying lump-sum taxes on
household.
External Finan e Premiums: I onsider a feedba k rule responding to external nan e
premiums as follows:


EF Pt
:
(48)
t = e log
EF P
Subsidy t rises in response to a fall in external nan e premiums. Here I impli itly assume
that the subsidy is zero in steady state. While the positive value of subsidy ould eliminate
adverse sele tion and improve welfare as dis ussed in Christiano and Ikeda (2011), I do not
explore it be ause my interest here lies in how adverse sele tion be omes severe in response
to un ertainty sho ks and how the subsidy poli y mitigates adverse sele tion.
Figure 4 plots responses in a risis s enario with di erent value of oeÆ ient, e, in
feedba k rule (48). The gure shows that the un onventional monetary poli y, (48), has
powerful e e t on the e onomy under a simulated nan ial risis. With the value of oefient whi h maximizes welfare (e = 0:97), the subsidy rate, t , rises to 0:5 per ent and
de reases gradually. Output, investment, onsumption and in ation are almost all stabilized. The welfare gain from introdu ing this poli y is 1:56 per ent of onsumption in a
baseline risis ase, higher than the welfare gain from introdu ing a modi ed Taylor rule.
A rise in external nan e premiums be omes a half of that without the poli y. In ontrast to a modi ed Taylor rule, the un onventional monetary poli y de reases the external
nan e premium. The subsidy lowers the ost of intermediaries' funds and lowers the ost
of entrepreneurial loans. Also the subsidy makes more loans available. As a result, the borrowing interest rate, the ost of loans per unit of loan, de reases and the external nan e
premium shrinks.
Credits: I onsider a feedba k rule responding to the redit growth as follows:


Bt
:
(49)
t = b log
B
t
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Figure 5: The E e t of Un onventional Monetary Poli y
Subsidy t rises in response to a fall in redit growth. Similar to external nan ial premiums, a feedba k poli y based on redit growth also helps dissolve a simulated nan ial
risis. With a oeÆ ient maximizing welfare (b = 3:82), output, investment, onsumption
and in ation are almost stabilized and the welfare gain of the poli y is 1:53 per ent of
onsumption in a baseline risis ase.
7. Con lusion

In this paper I expand a model developed by Ikeda (2011) and study a dynami monetary
e onomy in whi h imperfe t nan ial markets materialize un ertainty sho ks. The un ertainty sho ks hange a degree of asymmetri information and a e t the severity of adverse
sele tion in nan ial markets. I show that nominal pri e and wage rigidities serve as the
powerful ampli ation me hanisms of the un ertainty sho ks. Ampli ed by the nominal
rigidities, the un ertainty sho ks generate not only business y les but also a nan ial risis
roughly onsistent with the U.S. great re ession.
I then study the e e t of the two types of monetary poli y to ta kle the simulated
nan ial risis. First, as proposed by Taylor (2008) and Christiano, et al (2010), a modi ed Taylor rule augmented with nan ial variables helps mitigate the risis. Se ond, as
analyzed by Christiano and Ikeda (2010) in a simple general equilibrium framework, un onventional monetary poli y whi h subsidizes the intermediaries' ost of funds has a dramati
e e t in resolving the risis. Be ause the poli y is equivalent to government pur hases of
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intermediaries' assets, the result may provide a rationale for asset pur hases ondu ted by
the U.S. government in the great re ession.
Although I show that the un ertainty sho ks generate a nan ial risis roughly onsistent with the U.S. great re ession, it does not ne essarily implies that the great re ession
is aused by the un ertainty sho ks. While there are some eviden e on the importan e of
un ertainty sho ks in the great re ession (Bloom, et al, 2010), there remain a lot of work to
be done to understand the auses of the great re ession in a dynami general equilibrium
framework.
The similar aveat applies to the e e tiveness of the two types of monetary poli y. The
results presented in this paper are far from omprehensive. The e e tiveness of the poli y
depends on models and model's parameters values. While Christiano and Ikeda (2010) nd
that the un onventional monetary poli y studied in this paper is e e tive in four di erent
redit fri tions models, it remains unknown whether the poli y is e e tive in other models
su h as models with o asionally binding ollateral onstraint (Mendoza, 2009, and Bian hi,
2011). Also, there are little empiri al eviden e on what type of redit fri tions is relevant
in pra ti e. This paper provided just one model among many (unexplored) redit fri tions
models to understand the auses of the great re ession and the e e tiveness of monetary
poli y.
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